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Localisation oj underwater sources is possible by means oj measurements oj the delay
between signals, which are radiated by the source. There are many time delay estimation
methods, one ofthem is the gradient type adaptive algorithm. One oj estimation parameters is
convergence coefficient, whicn influences on speed ojthe estimation process. Selection of the
optimal value of this coefficient guarantees achievement ojthe estimated value oftime delay
in the shortest time. The value of this coefficient depends on received signals to noise ratio. In
this paper has been shown time delay estimation with gradient type adaptive algorithm and
factors, whicn influence on the value oj convergence coefficient. There also has been shown
influence oj SNR on working oj the time delay estimation, whicli can be used in the
underwater source localisation system. For research have been used real acoustics signals
radiated by a moving ship.

INTRODUCTION

For determination of location of an underwater moving object are used time delay
estimation methods, which working is based on the correlation technique. The alternative
solution is to use the method with gradient adaptive algorithm, which does not require a priori
statistics about received signals.

1. TIME DELAY ESTIMATION WITH GRADIENT METHOD

The functional system consists of two components: a sum function and a changeable
delay. Input signals are as a sequence of signals sampIes. Minirnizing of the error e(k) in the
output of the system is achieved by modification of the changeable delay until the value,
which gives us the minimum of the error e(k) [1], [2], [3], [4]. This value 01' tirne delay is the
estimate of time delay between input signals.
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Fig. 1. Time delay estimation with gradient method

Working this method can be described following steps:
l) Ca1culation of the mean square error signal in k- th iteration step:

e(k) =x[(k)-xz(k-"t(k)) (1)

where x[(k)
xz(k)
tek)

- the value of delayed signal in k- th iteration step,
- the value of non- delayed signal in k- th iteration step,
- the value of delay in k- th iteration step.

2) Ca1culation of gradient of the error function in k- th iteration step:

V(k) = - e(k)· [xz(k- tek) -1) - xz(k-t(k) +1)] (2)

3) Ca1culation of estimate of the delay in next iteration step:

t(k+l) = tek) + /l' (-V(k)) (3)

The important issue is correct selection of the convergence coefficient /l. The value of
the convergence coefficient /l is chosen from the range:

(4)

where (Jz = (Jsz+ (Jszz
o, z - variance of the signal,
(Jszz - variance of the noise.

Correct choose of this parameter essentially influences on working time delay
estimation system. Where the value of the convergence coefficient /l is ton high, time delay
worit be achieved by the system and it can proceed to infinity. This phenomenon occurs with
low value of the signal to noise ratio.

From the another side the minimum value of the convergence coefficient /l is the
condition of the convergence speed of the estimate t to real value. If /l has low value, then
the real value is achieved slower by the system. When /l is tOG low, time delay wont be
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achieved by the system or can estimate fa!se va!ue. On the basis of research and experiments

there was observed, optima! va!ue of the convergence coefticient 11is Ilorl = l O~2 ; then time

de!ay between signais is achieved the speediest.
On the basis of (4) the optima! va!ue of convergence coefficient can be described:

(5)
Ilor

l = ( I)
1Ocr2 1+--

x SNR

Variance crs
2 is:

(6)

where T - sampIing period of the signal,
~F - spectrum of the signal.

2. RESULTS

For time delay estimation have been used signals radiated by a moving ship on different
distances. Hypothetical received signals have been shown in Fig. 2. Recorded signals have
different signals to noise ratios (SNR1>SNR2>SNR3), so they have different optimal
convergence coefticients (111)112>113).Results of time delay estimation these signals have been
shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Received signals
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Fig. 3. Time delay between received signals obtained for different SNR

3. CONCLUSIONS

The convergence coefficient of the estimation ałgorithm is closely connected with the
signal to noise ratio. Correct choose of this parameter influences on working time delay
estimation system. For signals with low value of SNR optimal value of the convergence
coefficient ~ is law, so real value of time delay is achieved slowly. For signals with high
value of SNR time delay between signals is estimated within a few dozen steps of iteration.
During localisation of underwater moving objects, which are away from receivers, initial
value of the convergence coefficient should be low.
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